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Mountins Instructions for Metal tr'rames

1 After unwrapping, remove the H-shaped frame from the infrared panel by moving it in the
direction ofthe arrow/Fisure 1/.

2 You can Íind 4 pieces of Íixing brackets on the edges of the H.shaped frame /Figure 2, symbol
11.

3 You can find 4 pieces of DNS holes on the frame /Figure 2, symbol 2/, which must be used for
Íixing the frame /you will need DN 8 wall plugs, and DN5 screws, with a length depending on the
type of the ceiling/.

4 Out of the 4 pieces of fixing brackets, I piece of bracket has a narrowed section Eigve 2,
symbol 5/. You can Íind an explanatory label next to it /Figure 2' symbol 3/.

5 On the back of the infrared panel /the surface with the heat reflective material/, there are 4
protruding screw heads /Figure 3/.

6 Put those protruding screw heads into the wider section of the hole in the fixing brackets
/Figure 2, symbol4/.

7 When all four screw heads have been put into the wider section of the ho|e in the Íixing
bracket, the infrared panel must be pushed in the direction ofthe arrow up to the stop. /
WARNING: IN THIS POSITION, THE INFRARED PANEL IS NOT FASTENED. /The panel
might fall down.

8 The explanatory label next to the Íixing bracket with the narrowed hole section /figareZ,
symbol 3/ shows the correct method of mounting.

9 The heads of the protruding screws adjusted into the holes according to section 7 of these
instructions must be pushed through the narrow section of the hole by a decisive strike /with a
fist or a rubber hammer/ /Figure 2, symbol 5/. The infrared panel is fastened stably now.


